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AZTEC FIRE 
Release Date: 4 Aug 2022

DESCRIPTION 

Unlock a new adventure in search of Gold and Fire of the lost civilization in the new slot

from Booongo - Aztec Fire: Hold and Win! The 5x4, 20 lines slot featuring Hold and Win

Bonus  Game and Free  Spins  also  has  some more  hidden riches  to  uncover!  6+ Fire

Meteors activate admired Hold and Win Re-Spins with an enlarged 5x8 game board, their

top 4 rows are locked at the start. Climb up to the top by collecting more Meteors and

unlock hidden treasures, including MINI, MINOR, MAJOR or GRAND Jackpots with 20x, 50x,

100x, and 1000x Prizes! Collect all  40 Meteors and win Royal Jackpot as much as an

insane, 10000x Prize!!! To make your way to the Aztec Temple full of riches even more

adventurous, you’ll find 8 Free Spins for 3 Scatter symbols. Only the high-paying symbols

are allowed to the Temple of  Wealth!  Are you ready? Just  turn the sound on and be

prepared  for  the  unforgettable  journey  in  search  of  Hidden  Treasures  in  a  top-notch

Aztecs Fire: Hold and Win slot! 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Game ID aztec_fire 

Release Date 4 Aug 2022 

Clean Up Date ✘ 

Game Title (English) Aztec Fire 

Game Title (Simplified Chinese) 烈焰阿兹特克 

Game Title (Traditional Chinese) 烈焰阿茲特克 

Game Title (Thai) แอซเท็กไฟร 

GAME DETAILS 

Game Type slot 

Game Category Standard 

Screen Resolution 1280x720 / 16:9 

Lines 20 

Board 5x4 

Specification 

BONUS GAME WITH REELS 5x8, ROWS UNLOCKING, ROYAL JACKPOT X10000, WILD ON ALL

REELS, ONLY TOP SYMBOLS ON THE REELS IN FREE SPINS 

Free Spins Mode ✓ 

Bonus Game Mode ✓ 

Jackpot Type fixed 

Supported languages de , en , es , fi , fr , id , it , ja , ko , nl , no , pt , ru , sv , th , tr , vi , zh , zh-hant   

BET SETTINGS 

Min Bet € 0.20 

Default Bet € 1.80 

Max Bet € 30.00 

Supported currencies ALL (XE.com) + cryprocurrencies (coinapi.io)   

 



GAME FEATURES 

Substitutes all symbols except SCATTER, BONUS.

6+ trigger the Bonus Game. Bonus Game can be triggered during Free Spins. Bonus symbols pay only during the Hold and
Win Re-Spins.

3 trigger the Free Spins. 2+ in Free Game trigger additional Free Spins.

6+ Bonus symbols trigger Bonus Game. All Bonus symbols stick on the reels during Bonus Game. Only Bonus symbols
appear on the reels during Bonus Game. You have 3 Re-Spins at the beginning of Bonus Game. Each new Bonus symbol
appearing on the reels, resets number of Re-Spins to 3. Bonus Game continues until Re-Spins are finished, or all 40 Bonus
symbols are collected. When Bonus Game ends the values of all Bonus symbols are summed up, and Bonus Game Win is
paid.

MINI,  MINOR, MAJOR and GRAND Bonus symbols randomly appearing during Bonus Game and gives the corresponding
JACKPOT. Collect all 40 Bonus symbols and get the ROYAL Jackpot in the Bonus Game!

WILD 

BONUS SYMBOL 

SCATTER SYMBOL 

BONUS GAME 

JACKPOT FEATURE 

ROWS UNLOCKING 



Rows 5, 6, 7, 8 are locked at the beginning of the Bonus Game. Additional rows unlock when a certain amount of Bonus
symbols is collected on the active reels.

Only Top symbols on the reels in Free Spins

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Mobile ✓ 

Replay ✓ 

Spectator ✓ 

History ✓ 

Quick Spin button available ✓ 

FREE SPINS 



RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 

The algorithm used for random number generation (RNG) is Quantis, physical random number generator exploiting an

elementary quantum optics process. Quantis has been evaluated and certified by the Swiss Federal Office of Metrology

(also known as METAS), the Swiss national organization in charge of measurement science, testing and compliance. It

confirmed that the quality of its random output complies with the highest requirements. See the Certificate of Conformity

and read the Test Report on idquantique.com.

Quantis  has also been evaluated by Compliance Testing Laboratory (Bangor,  UK),  which confirmed that  it  is  "suitably

unpredictable and fit for purpose". Download certificate in PDF format: https://goo.gl/PYKwAF.

RNG used by Booongo Entertainment N.V. was certified by Quinel M Ltd testing laboratory.

 

MALFUNCTION MANAGEMENT 

If a player attempts to access a game using an invalidated session, (for example, due to inactivity or system restart) an

error message is displayed in the game. The player can then log on again and resume game play. The game state is always

stored so the player can resume game play exactly where he or she left off.

In case of an HTTP error, network timeout or server error a message about technical error will be displayed to the player. 


